TIMBER-475
Unique Timber Solution
The INNOV8FlOORS TIMBER-475 product is manufactured using sustainable
timber. It is a 2-layer engineered board with a plywood base layer and 3.6mm Oak
hardwood top layer. It can be installed as a floating floor on Instalay 25HG or 30HG
or alternatively can be supplied as
with our unique magnetic backing
to be installed direct to metal raised access flooring or floating on Ezy-Install
magnetic flooring underlay.

Advantages of Timber
NATURAL PRODUCT
INNOV8FLOORS TIMBER-475 is manufactured using sustainable timber, with a
plywood base layer and hardwood Oak top layer providing an extremely stable
timber floor.
BRUSHED SURFACE FINISH | NUMEROUS INSTALLATION PATTERNS
The brushed surface finish provides an authentic structure and optical effect and
the numerous installation patterns provide complete flexibility for unique
residential and commercial projects
DURABLE NATURAL OIL COATING
A natural oiled finish provides a robust finish suitable for both residential and
commercial projects.

Tongue & Groove product for installation using Instalay 25HG or 30HG Underlay

FAST INSTALLATION
Simplifies the process of installing timber floors without the time consuming
requirement for adhesive and drying times. Installation is completed quickly.
EASY TO TO REPLACE
The installation allows for easy replacement of any damaged boards without
any sub-floor damage. Easy removal from leased buildings

For Installation direct to metal raised access floors
For Installation using Ezy-Install Magnetic Flooring Underlay
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Plywood core with dimensionally stable
header of birch plywood.
02 Unique magnetic rubber backing.
03 Tongue and Groove to longitudinal
Sides – Groove only to headers.
04 Bevel Edge to longitudinal and header
sides.
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SURFACE FINISH - NATURAL OILED SURFACE FINISH
100% natural surface finish consisting of Sunflower, Thistle and Soya Oil as well as Candelilla Wax,
sealing the open pores. Local renovation is therefore possible.

BEVELLED

BRUSHED

Accentuates the boards
appearance adding depth
and presence

Highlights the natural
structure and grain of
the timber
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COMMERCIAL & RESIDENTIAL

NATURAL PRODUCT

UNDERFLOOR HEATING

EASY TO CARE

